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Renewable Energy Generation


Urban Agriculture


Personal Mobility


Transformable Modular City


Emergency Mobility

Integrated city + mobility app

Renewable Energy Generation
Fossil fuels supply over 80% of the world’s energy consumption. As they are
slowly depleting, it is our responsibility to prioritise renewable energy and
create new forms of sustainable energy generation for the future generations
to come.

What will this incorporate

Solar & Wind Energy
Energy storage with BMW batteries


Who are the target demographic
Locals who seek clean energy
Energy providers
Energy utilisers
Climate Change advocates

Renewable Energy Generation

How this will be achieve
Building more solar and wind plants to sustain a bigger
chunk of the electricity grid. 
Interconnected through to energy storage unit built
using second life BMW EV batteries. 
 

 

Renewable Energy Generation
When can this be use
  

Ability to operate all year round
Controlled operation of energy grid storage based on
peak and offpeak times


Where will this be implemente

Dedicated Solar and Wind plants
Solar and Wind energy equipment on CBD rooftops
Busy Melbourne highways and roads
High density Melbourne footpaths
 


Why are we doing thi

To create multiple sources of renewable energy to
heavily regulate and reduce the fossil fuel consumption
in Melbourne.
Give BMW EV batteries a second life by using them as
energy storage
Help Melbourne to regain its title as the most liveable
city by creating a heavily sustainable element.
Create a circular economy by utilising unused energy for
the better.


Personal Mobility
Mobility is an essential part of every individual’s daily lifestyle and improving
that experience is a responsibility of the city. Personal mobility is usually
overlooked but there are ways to utilise that personal mobility to generate
nearly 100% clean energy. With the changing world, we need to create
innovative, productive and sustainable solutions for efficient personal mobility
and renewable energy generation.

What will this incorporate

Community energy generating bicycle
Piezoelectric Energy harvesting - Energy
generated from road vibrations
Automated car park
Energy generated by footsteps
Energy storage with BMW batteries


Who are the target demographic
Locals who live in and around Melbourn
Tourists and interstate holidaymakers

Renewable Energy Generation: Personal Mobility

Renewable Energy Generation: Personal Mobility
When can this be use

How this will be achieve
Community bicycles available in every council for local’s
usage fitted with IoT device for tracking
Bicycles can have energy generating system connected
to generate energy for the grid hence, making the service
free
Installation of energy generation devices on highways to
convert the vibration caused by cars into energy.
Installation of energy generation tiles on footpaths to
convert the vibration caused by walking into energy.
Car parks can be automated with tracks leading to
parkig spaces. Wireless charging pads can be available
for EVs in car parks for easy acces
All facilities can be powered using Renewable energy
utlising circular economy 

 

  

Ability to operate all year roun
Whenever an individual requires personal mobility
assistance.


Where will this be implemente

Primarily Melbourne CBD
Potentially various council hubs or train stations. 


Why are we doing thi

Improve personal mobility experienc
Incorporate residents in clean energy generatio
Simplify parking experienc
Give BMW EV batteries a second life by using them as
energy storage
Help Melbourne to regain its title as the most liveable
city by creating a heavily sustainable element.
Create a circular economy by utilising unused energy for
the better.


Emergency Mobility
Emergency is the one scenario where every individual will go above and
beyond to help eachother. Incorporating this sentiment and kindness with
technology exponentially enhances the emergency mobility experience and
potentially save a lot of lives. 






What will this incorporate

Who are the target demographic

Drone services that can assist in a traffic incident by

Locals with an emergenc

live reporting without human arrival delay

Traffic incident reporter

Telecommunications industry assistance to connect

First responder

first responders and residents with an emergency

Responsible citizens

BMW emrgency share car
BMW to activate emergency ki
IoT firebot to advise of fire


Emergency Mobility
How this will be achieve

Drones can be used to gauge the level of emergency and
calculate the amount of backup required in an escalated
amount of time

Drones can also deliver first aid kits and required
equipment to regulate the emergency situation carefully

These drones can be charged using renewable energ

Telecommunications industry can assist in finding first
responders and responsible individuals with a BMW
with emergency kit installed and connect them to the
rsident with emergency for quick response. This
eliminates the delay in ambulance arrival in some
scenarios and can decrease the risk of emergency

This can be used for medical, fire and police
emergencies. 
 

Emergency Mobility
When can this be use
Ability to operate all year roun
At the time of an emergency

  

Where will this be implemente
All Melbourne 


Why are we doing thi
Increase the efficiency of emergency reporting and
mobilit
Reduce risks caused due to emergency mobility dela
Create a connected, responsible and empathetic
communit
Provide top notch services for residents in need. 


Urban Agriculture
As Australia approaches 'peak acreage' of land that can be used to grow
crops and unprecedented events continue to impact the food supply chain, we
must look to alternative methods of sustainable production that have the
ability to feed and educate disadvantaged people in an urban environment for
generations to come.





What will this incorporate
Vertical rooftop farming
Controlled environmental agriculture


Who are the target demographic
Disadvantaged or vulnerable peopl
Indigenous communities

Urban Agriculture
How this will be achieve
Connectivity Breakdown

Interconnected to renewable energy sources being
generated within the city

BMW EV 


Automated by IoT devices that are powered by energy

Battery Reserve

generated and stored in BMW EV battery reserves

Sensors embedded in plants communicate data between
IoT Devices

IoT devices and the cloud to optimise plant growing
conditions, nutrients and yield

Sensors

Radio-frequency wireless power transfer for rooftop
farming environments.
Plant monitoring

+ optimisation

Utilise rainwater catchments and local compositing
system fed by nearby restaurants to feed farms.

Circular approach to maintenance that decreases food
waste and advocates for sustainable production

Artefacts and equipment produced through additive
manufacturing with biodegradable materials 

Urban Agriculture
When can this be use
Rooftop vertical farming for seasonal crops produced through an
outdoor environment
Controlled environment agriculture for all year round crop production
managed within shipping containers.  


Where will this be implemente
Unused levels and rooftops of carpark buildings in the CBD offer both
controlled and rooftop farming.
Controlled environment agriculture housed in unused shipping
containers in top levels of city car parks.
Vertical rooftop farming seen across both carpark buildings and
apartment complexes in both a city and suburban setting 


Why are we doing thi
Fresher food with better environmental practice
Reduce food miles thus reducing the city’s carbon footprin
Facilitate an indigenous sustainable agricultural education syste
Highlight Indiegenous communities and the importance of native
produce and indigenous culture


Transformable Modular City
As technology transforms the ways we live and interact with cities, we must
look to new approaches that make use of technical innovations for inclusive
spaces and communities. Through the power of connectivity, the CBD will take
on a non-traditional format to create new spaces that offer different functions
for a diverse and ever changing city. 



What will this incorporate 


Modular and transformable city placemaking
powered by smart city connectivity and
community driven initiatives 


Who are the target demographic

Locals who live in or near the CB
Individuals and communities from outside of the CB
Tourists and interstate holidaymaker
Disadvantaged individuals

Transformable Modular City
How this will be achieve
Identified areas are open
for public bookings

City data captured and interpreted by AI to collate an
automated calendar of usable spaces around the city
during off peak times, minimising disruptions and
optimising existing spaces
Smart street lights and signage connected to booking
application that allows planners to turn ‘off or on’
certain parts of the city
Interconnected to renewable energy sources being
generated within the city to supply any necessary
power

Community led initiatives take
place during designated times

Automated rerouting of temporarily closed spaces
through city captured data
Community driven focus allows community members
to submit proposals or book spaces for activities such
as sporting and live music or cultural events. 

Transformable Modular City
Bookings automated through
traffic data analysis

When can this be use

Ability to operate all year roun
Informed by city captured data to determine optimal times of
operation 


Where will this be implemente

Melbourne CB
Areas around public spaces, such as the MCG and Rogers Arena 


Why are we doing thi

Quiet parts of the city can be reinvigorated by public event
Existing spaces accessible by public transport means all communities
can partake in events and activitie
Bring people back to the CBD and help enliven local business and
restaurants in the are
Help Melbourne to regain its title as a diverse and lively city full of
new and novel things to d
Stay ahead of the curve by using smart technologies to allow
Melbourne to be ever changing and adaptable 


Transformable Modular City

Education + Employment Hub
The hub empowers people with the tools they need to succeed in
an increasingly digital age. Flexible in nature, this city service
seeks to improve digital literacy and increase the number of
women in tech through industry mentorship and classes. A daily
employment scheme also connects jobseekers to vacant
positions in and around Melbourne city. Members of this service
may also have access to a BMW share car that aims to reduce
inequalities by offering a means of personal mobility to get to
and from places of work that are difficult to reach by public
transport. 



Located in shipping containers in the top level of car park
buildings (as per the controlled environmental agricultural
spaces) also connects to the inclusivity aspect of the program, by
connecting the disadvantaged to more potential resources in
an implicit and encouraging manner.
Education + Employment Hub

Using renewable energy sources generated within the city, (in
particular electricity generating tiles powered by pedestrian
movement that is stored in BMW EV battery reserves) powers
devices needed for classes and education.

 



Controlled Environment Agriculture

Integrated city

+ mobility app
My Melbourne is an application designed to offer
mobility services and city services and events all in
one web and cloud based platform. 


Public view 


Allows users to plan and book community initiatives
and activities, education and employment hub
services, view real time drone traffic and incident
reporting, transit services, and nearby charging
stations. 


Administration view 


Allows for the internal operation and running of city
wide services and community initiatives. Connected
to IOT devices and renewable energy sources
throughout the city, this data is hosted in the cloud
and accessible through supporting softwares.


The United Nations

Sustainable Development Goals
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